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HomeRunPet PD10 pet hair dryer.
In the world of pet grooming accessories, the HomeRunPet PD10 pet hair dryer stands out thanks to its innovation and focus on comfort
for both pet and owner. The PD10 is the result of a combination of advanced technology with the delicate skin of our pets in mind. See
what it can offer you!
 
Quiet and efficient operation - the secret to perfect grooming
With an impressive motor speed of 31,000 RPM and a nozzle width of 10 cm, the PD10 provides not only fast, but also effective drying for
any  type  of  hair.  Whether  you're  dealing  with  short,  medium-length  or  long  hair,  drying  time is  significantly  reduced to  8-45  minutes
depending on the length of the fur. What sets the PD10 apart is its remarkable quiet operation. It uses innovative technology to reduce
noise by curving the airflow path, making the volume of the dryer only 53 dB. This is a level that does not stress the animals, allowing
them to enjoy the moment.
 
Technology for health and convenience
The HomeRunPet PD10 is no ordinary dryer. It comes with an "elbow" nozzle that emits 20 million negative ions, which not only speeds
up the drying process, but also improves the quality of the coat, giving it a healthy shine. In addition, the dryer offers 99 wind speeds at
a stable temperature, allowing you to fine-tune it to your pet's needs.
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Thoughtful design
Color-coded  temperature  indicators  (red  for  hot  air,  yellow  for  warm  air,  and  gray  for  room  temperature)  ensure  intuitive  use  of  the
device,  eliminating  the  risk  of  overheating.  The  double-layered  handle  guarantees  heat  insulation  and  ease  of  use,  while  the  20°
downward airflow direction further enhances comfort.
 
Safety first
With long-term and safe use in mind, the PD10 is equipped with dual filters to protect the motor from dirt and debris. This, combined with
overheat resistance, makes each drying session not only effective, but also safe for the device and your pet.
 
 
ManufacturerHomeRunPetModelPD10Volume53 dBMotor Speed31,000 RPMNozzle width10 cmDrying timeShort hair: 8~10 min; medium
length: 15~30 min; long hair: 35~45 min.

Preço:

€ 167.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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